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This paper presents analyses of the seismic responses of two reinforced concrete buildings monitored for a period of more than
two years. One of the structures was a three-storey reinforced concrete (RC) frame building with a shear core, while the other was a
three-storey RC frame building without a core. Both buildings are part of the same large complex but are seismically separated from
the rest of it. Statistical analysis of the relationships between maximum free field accelerations and responses at diﬀerent points
on the buildings was conducted and demonstrated strong correlation between those. System identification studies using recorded
accelerations were undertaken and revealed that natural frequencies and damping ratios of the building structures vary during
diﬀerent earthquake excitations. This variation was statistically examined and relationships between identified natural frequencies
and damping ratios, and the peak response acceleration at the roof level were developed. A general trend of decreasing modal
frequencies and increasing damping ratios was observed with increased level of shaking and response. Moreover, the influence
of soil structure interaction (SSI) on the modal characteristics was evaluated. SSI eﬀects decreased the modal frequencies and
increased some of the damping ratios.

1. Introduction
The characterization of the response of existing civil structures under extreme loading events, such as earthquakes, is a
challenging problem that has gained increasing attention in
recent years. The challenges associated with the civil structures such as buildings, bridges, and dams include modelling
their complicated interaction with the surrounding soil,
varying environmental and loading conditions, and complex
material and structural behaviours which preclude the study
of a complete system in a laboratory setting. To avoid these
limitations responses recorded on instrumented structures
can be utilized in research [1, 2]. The in situ measured
responses are influenced by all physical properties of the
structure and surrounding soil and can be used for better
understanding of structural behaviour, health monitoring,
and model updating studies [3, 4].

In characterizing the dynamic response of buildings, natural frequencies and damping ratios are very important
parameters. Permanent instrumentation of buildings makes
it possible to study these parameters under diﬀerent earthquakes excitation. Previous studies have shown that the
dynamic characteristics often vary with vibration amplitude
[5–7]. It is, therefore, important to examine the behaviour
of buildings under diﬀerent excitation scenarios. The trends
in dynamic characteristics, such as modal frequencies and
damping ratios, thus developed can provide quantitative data
for the variations in the behaviour of buildings. Moreover,
such studies can provide useful information for the development and calibration of realistic models for prediction
of seismic response of structures in model updating and
structural health monitoring studies.
An important aspect in civil engineering structures is soil
structure interaction (SSI) which involves transfer of energy
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from ground to structure and back to ground. Mathematically, SSI aﬀects the eigensolutions of the governing equations
of motion [8]. Due to the flexibility and energy dissipation
properties of soil, the natural periods will be longer and
damping ratios larger than the corresponding periods and
damping ratios when SSI is ignored. Because building period
and damping have important influence on the design and
analysis of earthquake-resistant structures, SSI investigations
are necessary to better understand the actual response of
structures during earthquakes.
Evaluation of SSI eﬀects during strong motion events was
extensively studied in Çelebi and Şafak [9, 10], Şafak [11],
and Çelebi [7]. In those studies, data from instrumented
buildings was analysed using Fourier amplitude spectra
which is a frequency domain technique. Stewart and Fenves
[12] used a parametric system identification technique to
evaluate SSI eﬀects in buildings from strong motion records.
For identification of fixed, pseudoflexible and flexible base
modal parameters, recordings of base rocking, lateral roof
motion, lateral foundation motion, and free field motion
were required. That study followed the eﬀorts of Luco [13],
which used nonparametric procedures for identification of
pseudoflexible and flexible base modal parameters in the
frequency domain. Another parametric system identification
technique was developed by Lin et al. [14] to study SSI with
torsional coupling in building response. They employed a
system identification technique using information matrix to
extract building parameters from a soil-foundation superstructure system. They used foundation rocking as well as
translational and torsional motions of the foundation floor
as inputs for system identification.
A major portion of the system identification procedures
are concerned with computing polynomial models which are
known to give rise to ill-conditioned mathematical problems.
This is mostly the case for multiple-input/multiple-output
systems. Numerical algorithms for subspace state-space
system identification (such as N4SID) can perform better,
especially for higher-order systems [15]. Another major
advantage is their noniterative nature, which guarantees
convergence, insensitivity to initial estimates, and absence of
local minima of the objective function. It is therefore
recommended that such procedures should be followed
in the analysis to provide reliable solutions. N4SID is
considered to be one of the most powerful classes of known
system identification techniques in the time domain [15]
and is, therefore, used in the present study for estimating
frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes.
The main objective of this paper is to evaluate seismic
responses of two instrumented RC buildings using monitoring data collected between November 2007 and February
2010. The relationships between peak ground acceleration
(PGA) of the free field and at the base level of the buildings
and peak response acceleration (PRA) at the roof level were
statistically examined for correlations. Natural frequencies
and damping ratios, accounting for SSI, were identified.
The relationships between the identified frequencies and
damping ratios and PRA were developed using statistical
analysis. Moreover, the eﬀect of SSI on the seismic response
of the buildings was also evaluated. The contribution of
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this study is that all the aforementioned relationships are
obtained via rigorous statistical analyses using a relatively
large number of seismic events, which is still rather rare
in the existing literature. While a broader set of metrics
and other descriptive terms characterising ground shaking
and/or structural response could be considered, for example,
peak ground/response velocity and displacement, duration
of strong motion, and direction of earthquake as suggested
in the context of seismic damage [16–19], such investigations
are left out for useful future extensions of the current
research.
The outcome of this study is expected to further the
understanding of dynamic behaviour of buildings during
earthquakes and provide new quantitative data for studying
seismic responses of as built structures, structural health
monitoring, and model updating studies. The limitation is,
however, that only low-to-medium intensity seismic records
were available. To extend the present study, more data,
including those from high intensity earthquakes are required
but are currently not available. The analysed excitation level
is, nevertheless, of interest and importance for serviceability
limit state studies where structures remain in their elastic,
linear, or only mildly nonlinear, range. For example Uma
et al. [20] studied the eﬀect of seismic actions on acceleration
sensitive, nonstructural components and concluded that the
acceleration demands for non-structural components can
increase even in the lesser intensity shaking, which can damage them and consequently disrupt operational continuity
of buildings. Therefore, a wide range of ground shaking
intensities, from low to high, and the corresponding dynamic
behaviour of structures should be considered in design to
avoid such damage and operational disruption. Also to
account for the time-dependent variation of structural
response due to aging, environmental agents and consequently degradation of RC structures, the responses to both
ultimate and serviceability limit state shaking should be
evaluated [21]. Furthermore, low-to-medium shaking levels
are important as the baseline data to judge the condition
of the structure in structural health monitoring applications
[4].
The outline of the paper is as follows. Firstly, the description of the buildings and sensor array is provided. Secondly,
the methodology of the study is explained, including a brief
introduction to the N4SID technique and its application
to the present case, and then a method for evaluation of
SSI is discussed. Next, how PGAs at the free field, PGAs
at the building base and PRAs are correlated and how
natural frequencies and damping ratios change with seismic
response amplitude is quantitatively evaluated. Next, SSI
eﬀects on modal parameters are discussed. Finally, a set of
conclusions summarizes this study.

2. Description of the Buildings
and Instrumentation
The buildings under study are two blocks of the GNS
Science building complex at Avalon, Lower Hutt situated
approximately 20 km northeast of Wellington, New Zealand.
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Figure 1: Layout of GNS Science building complex at Avalon (red dots show the approximate locations of sensors).

The entire building complex comprises five major blocks
(Figure 1) which are structurally separated by expansion
joints. Buildings A and B are instrumented with nine triaxial
accelerometers in total. There is also a free field triaxial
accelerometer mounted at the ground surface and located
at 39.4 m from the south end of building A as shown in
Figure 1. Figure 1 also shows the common global axes X
and Y used for identifying directions in the subsequent
discussions. All the data is stored to a central recording
unit and is available online (http://www.geonet.org.nz/). The
detail of the structural systems and sensor arrays of the
buildings are discussed in the following sections.
2.1. Building A. Building A is a three-storey RC structure
with a basement, 44 m long, 12.19 m wide and 13.4 m high
(measured from the base level). The structural system consists of 12 beam-column frames and a 2.54 m × 1.95 m
RC shear core with the wall thickness of 229 mm, which
houses an elevator. The plan of the building is rectangular
but the beams along the longitudinal direction inside the

perimeter beams and the shear core make it unsymmetrical
in terms of stiﬀness distribution (Figure 2(a)). All the beams
and columns are of rectangular cross-section. The exterior
beams are 762 × 356 mm except at the roof level where
these are 1067 × 356 mm. All the interior beams and
all columns are 610 × 610 mm. Floors are 127 mm thick
reinforced concrete slabs except a small portion of the
ground floor near the stairs where it is 203 mm thick. The
roof comprises corrugated steel sheets over timber planks
supported by steel trusses. The building is resting on separate
pad type footings of base dimensions 2.29 × 2.29 m at the
perimeter and 2.74 × 2.74 m inside the perimeter and 610 ×
356 mm tie beams are provided to join all the footings
together. This building is instrumented with five tri-axial
accelerometers. Two accelerometers are fixed at the base level,
one underneath the first floor slab and two at the roof level
as shown in Figure 2(b).
2.2. Building B. Building B is also a three-storey RC building
with a basement, 56 m long, 12.19 m wide, and 13.4 m high
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Figure 2: Building A: (a) typical floor plan showing location of stairs and elevator shaft and (b) sensor array.

(measured from the base level). The floor plan is rectangular
and the main structural system consists of 15 beam-column
frames. Floor heights, frame pattern, the sizes of beams,
columns, slabs, tie beams, roof, and foundations are the
same as that of building A but there are more frames
in longitudinal direction (Figure 3(a)). Unlike in building
A, there is no shear core in building B. The building is
instrumented with four tri-axial accelerometers: two are
fixed at the roof level and two at the base level. Figure 3(b)
shows the sensor locations and their sensitive axis directions.

3. Methodology
3.1. N4SID System Identification Technique. This section
provides a brief explanation of the N4SID system identification technique. Full details of the technique can be found
in Van Overschee and De Moor [22]. After sampling of a
continuous time state space model, the discrete time state
space model can be written as
xk+1 = Axk + Buk + wk ,
yk = Cxk + Duk + vk ,

(1)

where A, B, C, and D are the discrete time state, input,
output, and control matrices, respectively, whereas xk and yk

are the time state and output vectors and uk is the excitation
vector, respectively. Vectors wk and vk are the process and
measurement noise, respectively, that are always present
in real-life applications. In case of input/output system
identification, data from both output yk and input uk are
assembled in a block Hankel matrix, which is defined as a
gathering of a family of matrices that are created by shifting
the data matrices in time. After this, the identification
involves two steps. The first step takes projections of certain
subspaces calculated from input and output observations
(in the block Hankel matrix) to estimate the state sequence
of the system. This is usually achieved using singular value
decomposition (SVD) and QR decomposition. In the second
step, a least square problem is solved to estimate the system
matrices A, B, C, and D. Then the modal parameters, that is,
natural frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes, are
found by eigenvalue decomposition of the system matrix A.
3.2. Application of N4SID Technique to the Instrumented
Buildings. The N4SID technique derives state-space models
for linear systems by applying the well-conditioned operations, like SVD, to the block Hankel data matrices. The
analyst, however, has to determine a proper system order.
The approach based on observing trends of the estimated
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Figure 3: Building B: (a) typical floor plan showing location of stairs and (b) sensor array.

modal parameters in the so-called stabilization charts is
often used: a range of system orders is tried and modal
parameters which repeat themselves across that range are
accepted as correct results. Stability tolerances are chosen
based on the relative change in the modal properties, that
is, modal frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes,
of a given mode as the system order increases. For mode
shapes stability, model assurance criterion (MAC) between
the mode shapes of the present and previous orders were
examined. MAC is an index that determines the similarity
between two mode shapes. For modes φi and φ j , the MAC is
defined as [23]


φTi φ j

2

MAC =  T  T  .
φi φi φ j φ j

(2)

In (2), superscript T denotes vector transpose.
3.3. System Identification for Evaluating SSI Eﬀects. For evaluation of SSI eﬀects using system identification procedures,
Stewart and Fenves [12] proposed the following approach,
based on earlier eﬀorts by Veletsos and Nair [24] and Bielak
[25] for surface and embedded foundations, respectively.

Consider structure shown in Figure 4. The height h is the
vertical distance from the base to the roof (or another
measurement point located on the building). The symbols
denoting translational displacements are as follows: ug for
the free field translational displacement, u f for the foundation translational displacement with respect to the free field,
and u for the roof translational displacement with respect to
the foundation. Foundation rocking angle is denoted by θ,
and its contribution to the roof translational displacement is
hθ. The Laplace domain counterparts of these quantities will
 respectively.
be denotes as ug , u f , u, and θ,
Stewart and Fenves [12] consider three diﬀerent models
and associated transfer functions (H1 , H2 , and H3 ) as follows.
(i) Flexible base model


H1 =



ug + u f + u + hθ
ug

,

(3)

where input is the free field displacement ug and
output is the total roof displacement ug + u f + u + hθ.
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Figure 4: Inputs and outputs for evaluating SSI eﬀects in system identification of buildings [12].

(ii) Pseudoflexible base model
H2 =

ug + u f + u + hθ
,
ug + u f

(4)

where input is the total foundation translational displacement ug + u f and output is the total roof displacement ug + u f + u + hθ.
(iii) Fixed base model
H3 =

ug + u f + u + hθ
ug + u f + hθ

,

(5)

where input is the total foundation displacement
including rocking ug + u f + hθ and output is the total
roof displacement ug + u f + u + hθ.
The first two cases, that is, flexible base and pseudoflexible base are relevant for this study because of available measurements. The Stewart and Fenves model for pseudoflexible
base summarized above is strictly applicable to the case a two
degree of freedom (DOF) foundation where response of one
of those DOFs (rocking) is not available. In the analysed case
of a 3D building on multiple footing foundation there are
clearly more DOFs as each footing will have six of them.
We use the term “pseudoflexible base model” in a more
general sense when at least some, but not all, of the
foundation DOF responses are not available. Conversely,
“fixed base model” would mean that all foundation DOF
responses are available. It can be argued, however, that
for short buildings, like the ones considered in this study,
foundation rocking is not a dominant foundation response.
Also, examination of the available translational foundation
responses of buildings A and B shows that there is very
small diﬀerence between horizontal responses of diﬀerent
footings due to the restraining eﬀect of the tie beams joining
them. Thus, we argue that in our case pseudoflexible base
system identification results are similar to what would be
fixed base results. Stewart and Fenves [12] demonstrate that
the poles of the flexible base transfer function H1 give natural

frequencies and damping ratios of the entire dynamical
system comprising the structure, foundation and soil. In
other words, the identified modal parameters are influenced
by the translational and rotational stiﬀness and damping of
soil. The natural frequencies and damping ratios identified
from the poles of the fixed base transfer function H3 , on the
other hand, depend on the properties of the structure alone.
The pseudoflexible base case is an intermediate one where
the poles of transfer function H2 yield modal parameters
that depend on the stiﬀness and damping associated with
the structure and foundation rocking (or more generally
those foundation DOFs whose responses are ignored or not
available). By comparing modal parameters identified from
the diﬀerent transfer functions the influence of the various
types of foundation motions on those can be assessed.
To provide a simple quantification of the eﬀects of SSI on
the response of the building in this study, modal vibration
parameters were sought through N4SID technique for the
pseudoflexible base case and the flexible base case using
input-output pairs consisting of a combination of free field,
foundation, and superstructure level recordings as explained
in (3)–(5). For building A, sensors 6 and 7 were taken as
the inputs, while sensors 3, 4, and 5 as the outputs for the
pseudoflexible base case, whereas sensor 10 (the free field
sensor) as the input and sensors 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 as the outputs
for flexible base case. Likewise for building B, sensors 8 and 9
were taken as the inputs while sensors 1 and 2 as the outputs
for the pseudoflexible base case, whereas sensor 10 as the
input and sensors 1, 2, 8, and 9 as the outputs for flexible
base case.

4. Analyses of Seismic Response of the Buildings
The objective of the research is to assess and understand
the seismic response of buildings under a large number of
earthquakes. In particular, trends are investigated between
PGA and PRA, and then between PRA and the identified first
three natural frequencies and corresponding damping ratios
of the buildings using 50 earthquakes. The presentation will
thus follow selection of earthquakes, correlating PGAs and
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Table 1: Maximum PGA and PRA recorded by individual sensors.
Sensor

Max. acceleration in
X-direction (g)

Max. acceleration in
Y-direction (g)

Table 2: Amplification factors between PGA at the building base
and PGA at the free field sensor.
Sensors

Direction

Amplification factor

R2

Building A

Free field
10 (PGA)
Building A

0.0074

0.0138

PGA 6 versus PGA 10

X
Y

0.81
0.55

0.92
0.82

6 (PGA)

0.0059

0.0093

PGA 7 versus PGA 10

7 (PGA)

0.0061

0.0090

X
Y

0.83
0.54

0.92
0.82

3 (PRA)

0.019

0.040

Building B

4 (PRA)
Building B

0.021

0.041

PGA 8 versus PGA 10

X

0.89

0.93

8 (PGA)

0.0071

0.0071

9 (PGA)

0.0070

0.0076

Y
X
Y

0.45
0.90
0.48

0.88
0.93
0.87

1 (PRA)

0.025

0.025

2 (PRA)

0.030

0.025

PRAs from the free field and diﬀerent points in the structure,
modal system identification, correlating the PRAs with the
identified frequencies and damping ratios for pseudoflexible
and flexible base models, and evaluating the diﬀerence in the
behaviour of buildings between pseudoflexible and flexible
base models to assess the eﬀects of SSI.
4.1. Earthquake Records Used in Analyses. For this study, 50
earthquakes recorded on the buildings which had epicentres
within 200 km from the buildings were selected. The reason
for adopting this was to select earthquakes of such an intensity which can excite the modes of interest with acceptable
signal-to-noise ratios providing quality system identification
results. The area surrounding the buildings had not been hit
by any strong earthquake since their instrumentation. The
majority, that is, 44 of the 50 recorded earthquakes, have
a Richter magnitude ranging from 3 to 5 except only six
that have more than 5, with 5.2 being the maximum value.
This means that nearly all of the earthquakes fall into the
category of low intensity except a very few that can be treated
as moderate events.
Table 1 summarizes maximum accelerations recorded at
the free field, base and roof sensors for the 50 earthquakes.
The maximum PGA at the free field sensor 10 was recorded
along Y-direction (0.0138 g) and was almost double the
maximum along X-direction (0.0074 g). The maximum PGA
at the base of building A was 0.0093 g and was captured
by sensor 6 along Y-direction and was a little higher than
the maximum PGA recorded by sensor 7 along Y-direction
(0.0090 g). Along the X-direction, sensor 7 recorded a little
higher maximum PGA (0.0061 g) than sensor 6 (0.0059 g).
For building B, the maximum PGA at the base was captured
by sensor 9 (0.0076 g) along the Y-direction, while along the
X-direction the maximum recorded PGA by sensor 9 was
0.0070 g. For sensor 8, the maximum recorded PGA was the
same for both X- and Y-directions (0.0071 g).
The maximum PRA of building A in the Y-direction was
0.041 g captured by sensor 4, which was double the maximum recorded acceleration in the X-direction of 0.021 g. For

PGA 9 versus PGA 10

sensor 3, the maximum PRA was almost the same (0.040 g)
as that of sensor 4 along the Y-direction and almost double
the maximum PRA acceleration in the X-direction (0.019 g).
For building B, the maximum recorded PRA was in the Xdirection (0.030 g) and was captured by sensor 2. This was
only a little higher than maximum PRA in the Y-direction
(0.025 g). For sensor 1, the maximum PRA was 0.025 g and
was the same for both X- and Y-directions. It should be
noted, however, that the majority (94% and 96%, resp.) of
analysed earthquakes resulted in PRAs below either 0.015 g
or 0.01 g for building A and B, respectively (this will also be
seen clearly later in Figures 5–8 and 11–18).
4.2. Correlations between Free Field PGA and Building Base
PGA and between Building Base PGA and PRA. The first
analysis is concerned with amplification factors between
maximum accelerations recorded by diﬀerent sensors. In
this study, the amplification factor is defined as the linear
regression coeﬃcient [26] between the maximum absolute
accelerations in either X- or Y-direction recorded by the two
sensors at hand calculated over the 50 considered earthquake
records.
Table 2 summarizes all the amplification factors between
the four sensors located at the base of both buildings and
the free field sensor 10. Figures 5 and 6 show, as examples,
scatter plots of PGAs of base sensor 6 and 8 versus PGAs of
the free field sensor 10 for X- and Y-directions for building
A and B, respectively. As can be seen from Table 2, all the
amplification factors are smaller than 1, indicating that PGAs
of foundations were generally smaller than those of the
free field. Also, the amplification factors for two sensors
installed in the same building do not diﬀer significantly
(when the same direction is concerned). For both buildings,
the amplification factors in the X-direction were generally
significantly larger than in the Y-direction. The largest value
of the amplification factor, 0.90, was for sensor 9 located
in building B in X-direction; the smallest, 0.45, for sensor
8 located in the same building in the Y-direction. For
building A, those maximum and minimum values were of
the same order, 0.83 and 0.55, respectively. The values of
R2 , or coeﬃcient of determination [27], also reported in
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Figure 5: PGA at base of building A recorded by sensor 6 versus PGA at free field recorded by sensor 10: (a) X-direction and (b) Y-direction.
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Figure 6: PGA at base of building B recorded by sensor 8 versus PGA at free field recorded by sensor 10: (a) X-direction and (b) Y-direction.

Table 2 vary between 0.82 and 0.93 indicating strong linear
dependence between the analysed variables. This strong
correlation is also evident in Figures 5 and 6. (What is
considered strong, reasonable, or weak correlation based on
R2 values depends on the context; in this research it was
decided that R2 > 0.8 denotes strong or good correlation,
R2 > 0.5 reasonable correlation, and R2 > 0.25 weak but
still perceivable correlation. Those thresholds are not to be
understood as “hard.”)
A similar study was conducted for the amplification
factors between PRAs of the roof sensors and PGAs of the
base sensors, and Table 3 summarizes the results. Figures 7
and 8 again show examples of scatter plots of PRAs of roof
sensor 4 versus PGAs of base sensors 6, and PRAs of roof
sensor 1 versus PGAs of base sensors 8, respectively. For
building A, it can be seen that larger amplification factors,
varying between 4.20 and 4.44 occurred in Y-direction, while
for X-direction they were between 3.16 and 3.37. These
ranges of amplification factors also show that there were
only small diﬀerences between diﬀerent sensor pairs for a
given direction, X or Y. For building B, the amplification
factors for X- and Y-direction were generally much more
uniform compared to building A, and they did not diﬀer

Table 3: Amplification factors between PRA at the roof and PGA at
the building base.
Sensors
Building A
PRA 3 versus PGA 6
PRA 3 versus PGA 7
PRA 4 versus PGA 6
PRA 4 versus PGA 7

Direction

Amplification factor

R2

X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y

3.37
4.20
3.31
4.26
3.21
4.39
3.16
4.44

0.80
0.96
0.79
0.96
0.85
0.95
0.85
0.95

X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y

3.29
3.51
3.22
3.27
3.87
3.52
3.78
3.27

0.93
0.94
0.91
0.90
0.90
0.97
0.88
0.97

Building B
PRA 1 versus PGA 8
PRA 1 versus PGA 9
PRA 2 versus PGA 8
PRA 2 versus PGA 9
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Figure 7: PRA of building A recorded by sensor 4 versus PGA at base recorded by sensor 6: (a) X-direction and (b) Y-direction.
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Figure 8: PRA of building B recorded by sensor 1 versus PGA at base recorded by sensor 8: (a) X-direction and (b) Y-direction.

significantly between the diﬀerent sensor pairs. The ranges
of amplification factors were between 3.22 and 3.87, and
between 3.27 and 3.52 for X- and Y-direction, respectively.
The values of R2 in Table 3 vary between 0.79 and 0.97 again
confirming strong linear dependence of respective PRAs of
PGAs. This is also evident in Figures 7 and 8.
4.3. Modal Identification of the Instrumented Buildings. The
second analysis reported in this paper uses the same 50
earthquake records and performs system identification of
modal parameters of the two buildings. The identified natural frequencies and damping ratios are plotted against PRAs
and their trends are statistically evaluated. N4SID technique
was used to identify the first three frequencies, corresponding
damping ratios, and mode shapes. Sampling rate of the
digitized signal was 200 Hz and for establishing stabilization
charts system orders from 2 to 200 were considered. A typical
stabilization chart is shown in Figure 9: the marker “black
dot” shows all the identified frequencies, “red dot” shows
stable frequencies and damping ratios, while “blue circle”
stable frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes. In this
research, an identified frequency was considered to be stable
if the absolute deviation between the frequency identified
at the present and previous order was less than or equal to
0.01 Hz. A stable damping ratio was defined by an absolute

deviation less than 5%. For mode shapes stability, model
assurance criterion (MAC) between the mode shapes of the
present and previous orders was to be at least 90% or greater.
It can be seen in Figure 9 that three modes can be identified
with confidence and subsequent discussions focus on these.
For both pseudoflexible and flexible base models same
mode shapes were observed in the planar view. The typical first three mode shapes of building A are shown in
Figure 10(a) in planar view. (Note that because of a limited
number of measurement points those graphs assume the
floors were rigid diaphragms.) The shape of the first mode
shows it to be a translational mode along X-direction with
some torsion. The second mode is nearly purely torsional
and the third one is a translation dominant along Ydirection coupled with torsion. Building B has very similar
shapes for the first three modes (Figure 10(b)). Structural
irregularities, such as those due to the internal longitudinal
beams being not in the middle for both buildings and the
shear core present near the North end of building A, create
unsymmetrical distribution of stiﬀness which has caused
the modes to be coupled translational-torsional. Another
plausible source of mode shape coupling is varying soil
stiﬀness under diﬀerent foundations and around diﬀerent
parts of the buildings.
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Figure 9: Typical stabilization chart showing stable modes (superimposed by power spectral density curve).
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Figure 10: Planar views of the first three mode shapes: (a) building A and (b) building B.

During some events, the first, second, or third mode or
any two of them were missing in the system identification
results, which suggests that during those particular events
these modes did not vibrate strongly enough. In some events,
the second and third modal frequencies tended to be very
close and the minimum diﬀerence between these two was
found to be 0.03 Hz. This shows the capability of N4SID
technique to identify very closely spaced modes.
4.3.1. Modal Frequency Identification Results and Their
Dependence on PRA. Table 4 shows the minimum, maximum, average, and percentage change (= (maximum −
minimum)/average × 100%) values of the identified modal
frequencies for the analysed 50 earthquakes for both pseudoflexible and flexible base models. The average first three
modal frequencies for building A were 3.37 Hz, 3.67 Hz,

and 3.80 Hz for the pseudoflexible base model, and 3.33 Hz,
3.61 Hz, and 3.79 Hz for the flexible base model. For
building B these were 3.33 Hz, 3.80 Hz, and 4.14 Hz for
the pseudoflexible base model, and 3.28 Hz, 3.79 Hz, and
4.11 Hz for the flexible base model. For pseudoflexible base
models, the percentage change for the selected 50 events in
the first, second, and third modal frequencies is 13%, 14%,
and 9%, respectively, for building A, whereas for building
B it is 22%, 21%, and 27%, respectively. For flexible base
models, the percentage changes in the first three frequencies
are 14%, 19%, and 11% respectively for building A, whereas
for building B they are 20%, 25%, and 29%, respectively.
It is of interest to explore whether, and if so how, those
changes in frequencies correlate with response magnitude.
Figures 11–14 show the results of modal frequency identification for the analysed 50 earthquakes. In each figure,
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Figure 11: First three modal frequencies of building A for pseudoflexible base case versus PRA of sensor 3: (a) X-direction and (b) Ydirection.
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Figure 12: First three modal frequencies of building B for pseudoflexible base case versus PRA of sensor 1: (a) X-direction and (b) Ydirection.
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Figure 13: First three modal frequencies of building A for flexible base case versus PRA of sensor 3: (a) X-direction and (b) Y-direction.
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Table 4: Summary of identified frequencies for buildings A and B for pseudoflexible and flexible base models.

Building

Mode

Building A

Building B

Min.
3.07
3.36
3.57
2.91
3.28
3.53

1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd

Pseudoflexible base
Frequency (Hz)
Max.
Avg.
3.52
3.37
3.87
3.67
3.92
3.80
3.63
3.33
4.06
3.80
4.63
4.14

% change
13%
14%
9%
22%
21%
27%

4.6
4.1

y = −54.80x + 4.29
R2 = 0.58

3.6
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Figure 14: First three modal frequencies of building B for flexible base case versus PRA of sensor 1: (a) X-direction and (b) Y-direction.

those frequencies are plotted against PRAs in either X- or Ydirection of a representative roof sensor, being sensor 3 for
building A and sensor 1 for building B. Figures 11 and 12
are for pseudoflexible base models, and Figures 13 and 14 are
for flexible base models, respectively. In Figures 11–14 it can
clearly be seen that modal frequencies decrease as the PRAs
increase and this is observed for both buildings, in all three
modes, and along both X- and Y-directions.
In order to quantify relationships between PRAs and
modal frequencies linear regression [26] was applied. The
results of the linear regression analysis are summarized
in Table 5, where formulas relating the identified modal
frequencies and PRA in both X- and Y-direction are listed.
The negative values of the linear terms confirm again the
decreasing trend of modal frequencies with increasing PRA.
The strength of correlations of the variables is illustrated
by R2 coeﬃcients. These vary from 0.33 to 0.80 indicating
that a linear relationship fits the data to a reasonable and/or
sometimes good degree. Had more data with PRAs in the
range beyond 0.01 g been available it would have helped to
develop more refined relationship than the linear one.
4.3.2. Modal Damping Ratio Identification Results and Their
Dependence on PRA. Table 6 shows the minimum, maximum, average, and percentage change (= (maximum −
minimum)/average × 100%) values of the identified modal

damping ratios for the analysed 50 earthquakes for both
pseudoflexible and flexible base models. For the pseudoflexible base models, the average values of damping ratios for
the first, second, and third modes were 2.7%, 4.3%, and
2.9%, respectively, for building A, and 2.9%, 4.5%, and 5.6%,
respectively, for building B, whereas for the flexible base
models these were 3.4%, 5.6%, and 3.1% for building A, and
3.3%, 4.6%, and 5.7% for building B, respectively. It can be
noticed that the identified damping ratios show considerable
scatter for both buildings—the percentage changes were
between 135% and 240%.
Figures 15–18 show the results of modal damping ratio
identification for the analysed 50 earthquakes. Like the
modal frequencies previously, the damping ratios are plotted
against PRAs in either X- or Y-direction of sensor 3 for
building A and sensor 1 for building B, respectively. Figures
15 and 16 are for pseudoflexible base models and Figures
17 and 18 are for flexible base models, respectively. The
initial observation about considerable scatter of results,
mentioned while analysing Table 6, is now clearly revealed
in the figures. With the exception of the first mode for
building A for the pseudoflexible base case and building B
for both pseudoflexible and flexible base cases (Figures 15(a),
15(d); 16(a), 16(d); 18(a), 18(d)), where an increasing trend
was noticeable, no clear trends in damping ratios could be
discerned. Logarithmic curves were fitted to the damping
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Table 5: Dependence of modal frequencies on PRA.

Mode

Direction

Model type

Modal frequency (y)–PRA
(x) relationship(∗)

P/flexible base(∗∗)

y = −20.67x + 3.44

0.80

Flexible base

y = −22.99x + 3.40

0.59

P/flexible base

y = −11.42x + 3.42

0.53

Flexible base

y = −12.82x + 3.39

0.40

P/flexible base

y = −22.57x + 3.74

0.59

Flexible base

y = −22.17x + 3.68

0.34

P/flexible base

y = −11.72x + 3.73

0.47

R2

Building A
X
1st
Y
X
2nd
Y
X
3rd
Y

Flexible base

y = −12.31x + 3.67

0.33

P/flexible base

y = −15.02x + 3.85

0.63

Flexible base

y = −19.40x + 3.86

0.65

P/flexible base

y = −8.68x + 3.84

0.51

Flexible base

y = −11.75x + 3.85

0.52

P/flexible base

y = −26.02x + 3.43

0.57

Flexible base

y = −26.83x + 3.38

0.55

P/flexible base

y = −26.47x + 3.42

0.60

Flexible base

y = −27.42x + 3.37

0.59

P/flexible base

y = −33.18x + 3.92

0.69

Building B
X
1st
Y
X
2nd
Y
X
3rd
Y
(∗)

Flexible base

y = −31.97x + 3.88

0.43

P/flexible base

y = −32.97x + 3.91

0.69

Flexible base

y = −31.09x + 3.87

0.43

P/flexible base

y = −50.54x + 4.28

0.51

Flexible base

y = −54.80x + 4.29

0.58

P/flexible base

y = −51.24x + 4.27

0.51

Flexible base

y = −54.14x + 4.27

0.56

Modal frequency in units of Hz, PRA in units of g.
base = pseudoflexible base.

(∗∗) P/flexible

Table 6: Summary of identified damping ratios for buildings A and B for pseudoflexible and flexible base models.
Building

Building A

Building B

Mode
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd

Min.
0.6
0.5
1.0
0.5
1.8
1.2

Pseudoflexible base
Damping ratio (%)
Max.
Avg.
4.3
2.7
6.6
4.3
7.3
2.9
4.9
2.9
7.9
4.5
10.0
5.6

ratios of the first mode for the three aforementioned cases
where a trend could be inferred. These curves are included
in Figures 15(a), 15(d), 16(a), 16(d), and 18(a), 18(d), while
their R2 values are from 0.27 to 0.59 showing between a weak
and up to a reasonable fit.

% change
138%
151%
217%
155%
135%
158%

Min.
1.2
1.4
1.0
0.8
2.3
1.6

Flexible base
Damping ratio (%)
Max.
Avg.
7.3
3.4
12.1
5.6
8.3
3.1
5.4
3.3
9.4
4.6
12.4
5.7

% change
176%
190%
240%
140%
154%
190%

4.4. Evaluation of SSI Eﬀects. The section reexamines the system identification results from the point of view of assessing
SSI eﬀects. From Table 4, the average first, second, and third
frequencies for building A are 3.37 Hz, 3.67 Hz, and 3.80 Hz,
respectively, for pseudoflexible base models, whereas for
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Figure 15: Modal damping ratios of building A for pseudoflexible base case: (a) 1st mode, (b) 2nd mode, (c) 3rd mode versus X-direction
PRA of sensor 3; (d) 1st mode, (e) 2nd mode, and (f) 3rd mode versus Y-direction PRA of sensor 3.

flexible base models the average first three frequencies are
3.33 Hz, 3.61 Hz, and 3.79 Hz. Thus, the flexible base model
frequencies are lower by 1.2%, 1.6%, and 0.3%, respectively,
compared to the pseudoflexible base model frequencies. For
building B, the average first three frequencies are 3.33 Hz,
3.80 Hz, and 4.14 Hz for the pseudoflexible base models,
whereas for the flexible base models these are 3.28 Hz,

3.79 Hz, and 4.11 Hz. Again, the flexible based frequencies
are lower, this time by 1.5%, 0.3%, and 0.7%, respectively,
compared to the pseudoflexible base model frequencies. The
average damping ratios (Table 6) observed for the flexible
base models are larger as compared to the pseudoflexible base
models. The average values are respectively: for building A,
2.7%, 4.3%, and 2.9% for the pseudoflexible base case and
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Figure 16: Modal damping ratios of building B for pseudoflexible base case: (a) 1st mode, (b) 2nd mode, (c) 3rd mode versus X-direction
PRA of sensor 1; (d) 1st mode, (e) 2nd mode, and (f) 3rd mode versus Y-direction PRA of sensor 1.

3.4%, 5.6%, and 3.1% for the flexible base case; for building
B, 2.9%, 4.5%, and 5.6% for the pseudoflexible base case and
3.3%, 4.6%, and 5.7% for the flexible base case.
Since the level of excitation, and correspondingly response, is low for the events in the present study, the
diﬀerence between the pseudoflexible and flexible base
model frequencies are not large, nevertheless a clear and
consistent trend can be seen of the flexible base frequencies
being smaller than their pseudoflexible base counterparts. In

the case of damping ratios, a trend of larger damping ratios
for the flexible base case is still discernable despite the large
scatter of data.

5. Conclusions
In this study, seismic responses to 50 low-to-medium intensity earthquakes recorded over a period of more than two
years on two three-storey RC concrete frame buildings were
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Figure 17: Modal damping ratios of building A for flexible base case: (a) 1st mode, (b) 2nd mode, (c) 3rd mode versus X-direction PRA of
sensor 3; (d) 1st mode, (e) 2nd mode, and (f) 3rd mode versus Y-direction PRA of sensor 3.

analysed. Firstly, correlations between PGAs of the free field
and those recorded at the building base, and between building base PGAs and PRAs were statistically assessed. Next,
system identification of the two buildings was conducted
to obtain both pseudoflexible base and flexible base modal
frequencies and damping ratios. To evaluate the variation
in the modal characteristics, the relationships between the
first three frequencies and corresponding damping ratios and
PRA were developed.
The main findings of this research can be summarized as
follows.

(i) PGAs at the free field and PGAs at the building base
have very good correlation, as do PGAs at the building base and PRAs.
(ii) The amplification factors between free field PGAs
and building base PGA vary between 0.45 and 0.90,
and between building base PGAs and PRAs between
3.16 and 4.44.
(iii) Modal frequencies have a clear decreasing trend with
PRAs that can be reasonably well approximated by a
linear dependence on PRA.
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Figure 18: Modal damping ratios of building B for flexible base case: (a) 1st mode, (b) 2nd mode, (c) 3rd mode versus X-direction PRA of
sensor 1; (d) 1st mode, (e) 2nd mode, and (f) 3rd mode versus Y-direction PRA of sensor 1.

(iv) Modal damping ratios are identified with considerable scatter but in some cases show an increasing
trend with PRAs.
(v) Regarding soil structure interaction, even for lowto-medium intensity shaking events, the diﬀerences
in pseudoflexible and flexible base modal dynamic
characteristics are noticeable, where the flexible base
frequencies are smaller than their pseudoflexible base
counterparts, while a reverse relationship applies to
the damping ratios.

In future research, a wider set of metrics and other descriptive parameters characterising ground shaking and/or
structural response could be considered, for example,
peak ground velocity and displacement, duration of strong
motion, and direction of earthquake.
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